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Abstract
The recent development of small scale combined heat and power (CHP) systems has provided the
opportunity for inhouse power backup of residentialscale photovoltaic (PV) arrays. This paper
investigates the potential of deploying a distributed network of PV+CHP hybrid systems in order
increase the PV penetration level in the U.S. The temporal distribution of solar flux, electrical and
heating requirements for representative U.S. single family residences were analyzed and the results
clearly show that hybridizing CHP with PV can enable additional PV deployment above what is possible
with a conventional centralized electric generation system. The technical evolution of such PV+CHP
hybrid systems was developed from the present (near market) technology through four generations,
which enable high utilization rates of both PVgenerated electricity and CHPgenerated heat. A method
to determine the maximum percent of PVgenerated electricity on the grid without energy storage was
derived and applied to an example area. The results show that a PV+CHP hybrid system not only has the
potential to radically reduce energy waste in the status quo electrical and heating systems, but it also
enables the share of solar PV to be expanded by about a factor of five.
1. Introduction
Photovoltaic (PV) technology, which converts sunlight directly into electricity, provides a
technologically feasible solution to the current environmental challenges created by current reliance on
fossil fuelbased electrical power generation [1]. PV energy production, which is a large net energy
producer and thus CO2 emission reducer, represents an environmentally beneficial and sustainable
method of maintaining an energy intensive standard of living [25]. PV, however, has had extremely
limited deployment, making up far less than one percent of the global electricity generation [6] due
primarily to economics. The costs of PVgenerated electricity are expected to decline as production
continues to climb and benefits from economies of scale; and supply finally catches up with demand [7
9]. As the world’s politicians better understand the threat posed by climate destabilization outlined by
the IPCC it is likely that more countries will levy additional charges on electricity generation that reflect
the costs of environmental damages not only from local pollutants (SO2, NOx), wastes, occupational
health, risk of accidents, noise and other burdens, but also climate change via carbon taxes [10]. It has
been shown that the policies internalizing external cost only to the power sector, are unlikely to be
sufficient to reduce global carbon emissions to levels needed for 550 ppmv target, so that the efforts to
curb GHG emissions will have to be further accelerated in the latter half of the 21st century [11].
However, taxing GHG emissions will not only lead to energy conservation, but it will also improve the
economic competitiveness of PV, which makes the limiting factors of PV deployment solely technical.
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The primary technical limitation of the penetration level of PV is the inherent intermittency, which
makes deploying PV alone unable to fully replace a new power plant operated in base load. Therefore,
following a conventional centralized grid model, the load of other units (including less efficient and
more polluting coal units) must increase, which is unfavorable for both the primary energy savings and
the GHG emission reduction viewpoints. The solar electricity percentage, or penetration level, can be
increased favorably if either the grid is altered, large scale storage is implemented, or if PV is hybridized
with other electricitygenerating or storage technologies that can provide electrical power during the
night primarily and secondarily during cloudy weather with short response times.
This paper explores one method of increasing the PV penetration level when technical criteria
alone are used to determine deployment. Specifically this paper investigates the potential of
supplementing distributed solar photovoltaic generation with electricity from residential combined heat
and power (CHP) systems to form a distributed network of PV+CHP hybrid systems in order increase
the PV penetration level in the U.S. First, the challenges of the conventional centralized utility grid will
be summarized along with the advantages of shifting to a more distributed generation (DG) system.
Then the technical limitations of using PV as the source of DG will be reviewed for determining the PV
penetration limits in a conventional grid design. Next, the electrical and heating requirements for
representative U.S. single family residences will be analyzed to determine the viability of creating a
distributed network of PV systems hybridized to small scale CHP units. Then the technical evolution of
such PV+CHP hybrid systems will be planned through four generations. Next the sizing of PV+CHP
systems will be explored and a method to determine the maximum percent of PVgenerated electricity
on the grid without energy storage will be will be derived. This method will be used to determine the
maximum percent PV increase on the grid made possible in an example location and conclusions will be
drawn about the technical viability of PV+CHP hybrids used in single family residences.
2. Technical Limits to PV Penetration in the Current Grid
Technical inertia and poor planning have resulted in an aging power infrastructure in the U.S.
with an urgent need for modernization of the electric system [12,13]. Growth in electricity demand and
new generation, lack of investment in new transmission facilities, and the incomplete transition to fully
efficient and competitive wholesale markets have allowed transmission bottlenecks to emerge [14].
Transmission bottlenecks have several negative drawbacks most notably decreasing reliability, which
increases the risks of blackouts, and can be viewed as a national security issue and a considerable
economic problem as they also increase electricity costs to consumers overall [15]. This problem is
compounded by such factors as difficulty in obtaining rightsofway, the strong environmental
movement – particularly of the NIMBYvariety and public protest against the construction of additional
transmission facilities, and the resulting inability to expand the constrained system [16].
Solar PV offers a technical solution to reduce some of the pressure on the nation’s transmission
infrastructure. In particular it can be part of the solution to deliver firm, dependable power during
extreme peak conditions leading to outage situations [17]. Solar photovoltaic electric production has the
advantage over more conventional forms of electricity supply of being an inherently distributed energy
source. Solar photovoltaic systems can often be located near the consumer and thus decrease
transmission losses by placing solar panels on any surface that is exposed to sunlight without large
shading losses during the day. Solar PV is thus one of the most promising technologies to offer a large
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scale distributed alternative generation supply to offset GHG emissions while relieving stress on the
grid. Such distributed generation (DG) networks act like peertopeer file sharing systems like bit torrent
on the modern internet rather than the primitive internet and conventional grid with few centers of
information and energy, respectively. DG is therefore much less susceptible to largescale power
outages caused by natural or the increasing number of manmade disasters that threaten national security
[18]. DG can also postpone investments in generation, transmission and distribution as electrical power
demand grows and at a large enough scale, eliminate them [19]. DG reduces transmission losses[20],
which can be substantial being that the average grid losses is 6.8% in OECD countries [21]. Elimination
of these losses would result in cost savings of about 10–15%) [22]. Other DG benefits include decreased
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions [23], transmission congestion relief, increased reliability, and
ancillary services such as voltage support, reactive power, and emergency backup [18, 20, 2426].
Important for PV DG in particular, summer heat waves that tend to increase peak loads and promote
long distance power transfers are also characterized by high photovoltaic load carrying capabilities. The
summer PV’s effective load carrying capacity typically exceeds 60% over much of the U.S. [27]. This
is a consequence of the fortunate solar irradiancedemand correlation, where most human activities tend
to follow the sunlight cycle. For example, residential PV installations in the New England area have
shown that approximately 60% of the total daily output from PV systems is supplied during the utility
peak period when the utility system load is equal to or greater than 95% of the maximum load reached
during the day [28]. Solar PV thus provides value to the grid by displacing generation from conventional
units that use highercost fuels. At low solar electricity percentages, or penetration levels, the least
efficient and most costly sources of conventional electricity can be removed. This would drive down
both economic and environmental costs for the entire electrical production system.
Despite the benefits for the environment, grid reliability [29], national security, and the fact that
there is an active search among utility planners to find viable alternatives to meet the uncertainly
growing load in their planning regions/ compete effectively in the growing electricity market [16], most
U.S. utilities have been particularly unenthusiastic about DG with intermittent renewable energy sources
such as solar PV. Making changes in generation dispatch and operating practice, a conventional power
system can enable PV to be part of the generation mix. Although higher penetration levels of PV
generation (e.g. >20%) can be problematic, corrective measures such as assigning more generating units
to regulating duty or installing fastresponse combinedcycle generators have been available for decades
[30]. A penetration level of 5% or less enables the systems utility to track the changes and has been
viewed as the upper limit for PV [31]. Currently, PV produced electricity provides much less than 1% of
available energy and thus PV does not approach this upper limit [6], however, because the U.S. Utility
reluctance is also due to the fact that at high penetration levels the savings offered by intermittent
generations could be offset by the increase in their costs to maintain partial loads of reserves, making it
uneconomical to add intermittent generations into utility systems. As an increasing number of
conventional generating units are partially loaded to add loadfollowing capability and operating reserve
to the system with high percentage of PV, the overall grid efficiency can drop because of increased
cycling duties and decreased efficiency caused by the partial loading of these generators, which will
increase fuel consumption and maintenance costs.
The variations in the PV power that create this problem is due to i) night/day cycle, ii) yearly
cycle, and iii) fluctuating cloud conditions. Variations i) and ii) will be addressed in the next section
with the PV+CHP system as a whole. The seemingly more challenging problem, iii) of fluctuating cloud
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conditions and thus rapidly changing PV power, will need to be addressed in the future, but on first
approximation can be solved simply by deploying solar PV systems over a larger geographic area. For
example, if a network of PV installations is dispersed throughout a 100 km2 area, the tolerable acute
penetration increases to 18.1%, and if the area again expands to 1000 km2, the limit is 35.8% [32]. In a
review of several studies, Wan and Parsons estimate an upper acute penetration limit of PV generation
of about 16% of the system load set by the worstcase cloud pattern [33]. It should be noted that in these
studies the penetration level is the real time percentage not the overall percentage of PV electricity
generation, which would of course be considerably less as peak sun hours are only available for a few
hours each day.
3. Electrical and Heat Requirements of Representative U.S. Single Family Residences
The average annual electricity use per household in the U.S. is 10 654 kW-hrs [34]. This energy
use, which comes to 29 kW-hrs/day is largely driven by heating and cooling loads. The total electric
load profile as with the thermally driven electric load profile varies widely among different regions in
the U.S. and is largely dependent on if the residence heats with electricity or another fuel source and to
the extent that cooling is provided by electric air conditioning. This large variation can be observed in
Figure 1, which shows the normalized electric demand for residential homes in Columbus Ohio and Los
Angeles California, the U.S. residential average and the U.S. Average for all sectors [35] throughout the
year. The electrical consumption data in Fig. 1 was obtained from the average of six new homes in
central Ohio with gas heating and the average for southern California [36]. Homes with gas furnaces and
other gas-fired appliances would be expected to have the highest electric use in the summer because of
cooling loads. In all cases shown in Figure 1 the electric demand peaks in the July-August region again
due to cooling loads. Columbus was taken as a demonstrative northern-U.S. climate and solar flux. The
relative change in electric demand throughout the year in Columbus is much larger than the residential
average for the entire nation. The average of all sectors shows an even flatter distribution of electric
demand throughout the year. Los Angeles was chosen as a second example city because the electric
demand yearly distribution in Southern California very closely mirrors the national average electric
demand distribution.
By looking at the energy demand and solar supply for a typical home in the U.S. a semi-quantitative
analysis can be made at the viability of CHP systems helping increase the penetration level of solar PV.
This correspondence for the northern U.S. can be seen in Figure 2, which shows the normalized electric
demand for a typical single family residence in central Ohio, the normalized degreedays and the
normalized solar flux for Columbus, OH throughout the year from data available from the National
Solar Radiation Data Base [37]. As you can be seen in Figure 2 there is a fortunate correspondence
between the solar flux (open circles) available for powering solar photovoltaic cells and the electric
demand (closed circles) throughout the majority of the year. The peak in electric demand falls very near
to the peak in solar flux. Thus, solar power facilities can be used to mitigate peak demand and hold
down costs for current energy suppliers. There is, however, a small increase in electric demand in the
middle of winter when the solar flux is lowest for Columbus as shown in Figure 2. This additional
demand is due to a combination of the electrical requirements for the fans in the gas powered furnaces
and the additional time people spend indoors entertaining themselves with electricityconsuming
devices. This demand can be matched by increasing the size of the photovoltaic array and is often done
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on offgrid applications. In the case being analyzed here, a CHP system will supplement the electricity
provided by the PV array. When the PV system is not providing enough power the CHP system will turn
on and maintain a constant load. During the times of the year with less solar flux the CHP will have
longer run times throughout the day. The heat generated by the CHP system will thus have a yearly
distribution as one minus the solar flux. Again, there is a fortunate correspondence of the distribution
throughout the year between the heat available from the CHP system and the heat needed to keep the
residence warm, which is proportional to the degreedays for the region. This correspondence is shown
in Figure 2, where the triangles are data sets of the normalized degreedays (closed) and one minus the
solar flux (open).
The same analysis is valid at other locations with the following qualifications. First, in southern
areas and hotter locations the amount of thermal energy needed for domestic hot water would decrease
although still exist, and the thermal energy needed for home heating will decrease significantly or
completely disappear. The CHP+PV hybrid system will then only obtain high energy conversion
efficiencies if the heat generated by the CHP device is used for cooling (i.e. to drive an absorption
chiller), although thermal hot water requirements would still represent a partial sink for the waste heat.
This can be seen if Figure 3, which shows the normalized electric demand for a typical single family
residence in Southern California and the normalized degreedays and the normalized solar flux for Los
Angeles, CA. In Los Angeles there is a similar fortunate correspondence between the solar flux and the
electric demand as observed in Columbus. In Los Angeles the match is more closely followed
throughout the entire year. However, the thermal energy needed to heat a residential home in Los
Angeles is much less than for a similar house in Columbus (e.g. 280 oFdays in LA vs 1024oFdays in
Columbus in December). For homes in climates similar to Los Angeles a PV+CHP system that levels
off electric use throughout the year is needed that can produce cooling from the heat generated by the
CHP system.
On an instant time basis the demand in a given residence can fluctuate significantly [36]. T In
order to obtain a basic understanding of the performance of DG equipment over a diurnal period data the
hourly change in electrical demand is necessary. Using the previously considered utility residential load
profile data, the data are analyzed for southern California each hour of the day across all days in the
year. Figure 4 shows the average electrical use for each hour, which coincidently peaked at 1 kW-hr per
hour (thus a power) and was thus not normalized. Superimposed on the electric demand is the
normalized solar flux for a typical day in the winter, the lowest solar flux scenario. The gray area
represents the electrical demand that could be provided by a residential solar array. The area (energy
produced) can be altered by changing the angle at which the solar cells are mounted and by adding
additional panels to drive the available power at any hour of the day higher. This would result in
enlarging the light grey area, which represents the time of day a residential solar array could provide
excess power to the grid if it were sized to provide 1kW-hr per hour at its peak in the day. Regardless of
how large the array is, there will always be a significant fraction of the residential load that can not be
met in real time with solar electricity. This area is in black in Figure 4 and should be matched as closely
as possible by the output of a CHP system if the heat is being utilized.
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4. Design of Solar Photovoltaic and Combined Heat and Power Hybrid System
The residential CHP system investigated here is based on a commercialized system with solar
photovoltaic cells. The PV+CHP hybrid thus consists of three technologies: 1) an advanced warm air
heating system and 2) a natural gas engine-generator part of the commercial cogen system, and 3) a PV
array. This hybrid PV+CHP package yields synergistic benefits that surpass what each system can
provide independently. The simple cogen system (0th generation in Table 1) is already available
commercially and the 1st generation PV+CHP hybrid will be available in 2009 [38]. Generations 2can be
fabricated using existing technologies and can be expected in the medium term.
The engine in the CHP system is controlled by an engine management computer similar to the
engine management computer on modern automobile engines. It maintains appropriate air fuel ratio via
oxygen sensor feedback, throttle position, and load, while monitoring 150 of the engine and generator
functions overall. The furnace employs a microprocessor control board like all modern home heating
furnaces which controls ignition, flame sensing, and blower operation. The commercialized residential
CHP system incorporates a third microprocessor to act as a system controller, which communicates with
the engine and furnace controllers and the thermostat, coordinating their operation. To improve
operations and maintenance, the system controller is connected to the internet for remote monitoring,
control, troubleshooting, diagnostics and service messages.
4a. 0th Generation: Base CHP System
In the standard operation mode, when the home calls for heat the 1.2kWe enginegenerator starts
and provides waste thermal energy (11,500 BTU/hr) to heat the home while producing electricity that
can be fed back onto the grid or used in the home. When it is extremely cold the furnace provides any
additional needed heat. The furnace has a fixed firing rate and is available in a number of sizes to match
the heating load of the house or building in the particular climate. By recycling the heat from the engine
generator back into the heating system homeowners are able to use the heat twice, first to produce power
and then to heat their homes. This heat would be needed anyway to maintain a comfortable temperature
in the home. Thus, the electricity produced is essentially “free”. Fortunately, this system provides better
performance than standard forced air heating systems and helps counter the pervasive “environmentally
friendly means going without” myth. The system provides enhanced thermal comfort during the heating
season by delivering continuous, low level heat at a low flow rate to the dwelling. This approach to
heating reduces temperature oscillations and the cycling normally experienced with typical home
heating appliances. In the warm air version, constant operation also draws more air through the air
filtration system and helps improve indoor air quality [39].
The currently commercialized CHP system has the engine and furnace at a fixed capacity. The
engine has a fixed input and runs a more or less continuous RPM to maintain 1.2 kW electric power
output. It does not load follow. Since the current CHP system cannot operate at partial load, the engine
would have be stopped and started frequently depending on the cloud conditions if it was to match the
PV output during the day. Future work is needed to determine the viability of this method using high
resolution data for PV output in any given location. This could lead to accelerated wear of the engine
and would also result in an overall small thermal energetic efficiency drop compared to operation at full
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load. In the case of using the CHP to back up the PV at night, this preliminary system can not dump heat
so would cause excessive warming of the home, and is not acceptable as the CHP base for a PV+CHP
hybrid system.
4b. 1st Generation: PV+CHP Hybrid System
The development of their first PV+CHP hybrid is nearly complete. This system includes all of
the features of the standard CHP system and also incorporates an automatic transfer switch and sub
panel enabling a backup power mode if the grid goes down. In backup power mode the system will load
follow and provide up to 1.8 kWe. This system will include a two stage furnace with 95% AFUE, black
start, and heat dump capabilities allowing the system to operate during a summertime grid outage. In
addition, the system should allow for the application of a 600 Watt PV module with its own inverter and
utilize the existing automatic transfer switch. It should be noted that the electrical energy conversion
efficiency of commercially available PV panels range from 10% for some amorphous silicon thin film
cells to 20% for heterojuction with intrinsic thin (HIT) layer cells made from a combination of
amorphous and crystalline silicon materials.
The PV+CHP system (as seen in Figure 5) is extremely efficient when compared to the
conventional electricity and heat energy supply and waste for residential home (as seen in Figure 6). As
can be seen in Figure 5, in the reciprocating engine, 22% of the energy contained in the natural gas
delivered to the home is converted into electricity and 62% is delivered to an advanced furnace to
provide additional heating to reduce gas use [40]. Thus in total only 16% of the energy in the natural gas
going to the CHP system is wasted during ideal times when all of the heat energy is used. The furnace
coupled to the CHP system operates with a 93 to 95% AFUE heating efficiency and provides the
combined heat and power efficiency of the CHP unit is 84% for the conversion of natural gas to useful
energy. This helps lower both household energy costs and reduce environmental pollution and GHG
emissions even without the PV. The addition of the PV entails an even greater addition of low GHG
emission electricity. The PV panel converts approximately 20% of the sunlight that is incident on into
electricity, with the remainder going to waste heat. In the conventional house all the sunlight striking
the roof of the home is essentially wasted (or contributes to cooling loads). As seen in Figure 6, in the
conventional system central power stations provide electricity demand for an entire region and most
homes have forced air natural gas furnaces to provide domestic heating. The 84% efficiency of the
PV+CHP system can be directly compared to ~35% efficiency for conventional power plants for
burning the same natural gas.1 If the ensemble of PV+CHPs systems is large enough to eliminate some
of the coalfired based load the emissions reductions would be even more pronounced.
4c. 2nd Generation: PV+CHP Systems
The major components behind PV+CHP systems are complete with the 1st generation system,
however, efficiencies can be driven higher with more advanced systems. First, in the 2nd generation
system the PV array can be expanded with appropriate improved control equipment to allow the CHP
1

It should be noted that not all commercial electricity is derived from thermal electric power plants and that some
conventional plants do use cogeneration and thus have higher efficiencies. This comparison, however, is valid for most of the
electrical generation in the U.S.
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system to offer a 100% back up for the PV. In this back up mode the controls would enable load
following. This would entail advanced controls and possibly a different CHP technology. Currently, the
only systems available on the market at competitive costs are based on internal combustion engines,
however, other technologies such as fuel cells and Stirling engines are possible candidates for the CHP
supply in the near future. A powercontrolled CHP plant that compensates power supply deficits of
renewable energy components is ideal for minimizing the input of fossil energy carriers at high plant
utilization ratio while simultaneously ensuring a selfgenerated supply as high as possible [41]. This
system, would not be able to utilize 100% of the heat so heat dumping capabilities would be necessary
and the CHP system efficiency would necessarily drop. This is suboptimal but would allow for the
maximum amount of solar electricity for complete back up by the CHP system. Such a system would
provide a continuous source of 1.2kW of power to the grid and/or home.
4d. Future Generation: PV+CHP Systems
In the future PV+CHP systems can be designed to utilize a greater percentage of the heat energy
available from the CHP unit, thus raising efficiencies closer to the ideal. In a 3rd generation, in order to
make up for the continued waste of some heat, an absorption chiller is added to the system to utilize the
CHP produced heat for cooling. This is particularly important for the CHP system backing up the PV
system on hot nights in the summer. In addition, this generation of PV+CHP technology will greatly
increase the geographic range over which the systems could be deployed economically as locations with
less heating degree days can take advantage of reduced load from their relatively high number of cooling
degree days.

Finally in the 4th generation PV+CHP system a second solar technology will be utilized to reduce
the amount of wasted energy from the sun. A solar thermal system will be added either in addition to the
PV mounted on the roof or integrated directly with them as photovoltaic thermal (PVT) devices to use
solar produced heat to provide additional heating for the home for domestic hot water or space heating
in the winter and cooling via the absorption chiller in the summer. Solar thermal powered air
conditioning is a particularly appealing synergistic application because high insolation often occurs in
the summer where demand for air conditioning is greatest. Commercially produced absorption chillers
are readily available for air conditioning, requiring either steam or hot water as an input [42]; single
effect absorption chillers operate well at input temperatures of 85ºC and above and so are well suited to
use the thermal output of the PV+CHP with a solar thermal addition.
5. Methodology: Sizing the PV+CHP System
The electric power and rated thermal power of 0th generation systems comprised of simple
cogeneration systems is sized to maximize its thermal output within the scope of the application in order
to reduce primary energy and GHG emissions with CHPgenerated electricity without wasting any of the
heat generated [43]. For applications with a lower utilization of the CHP system such as spaceheating
purposes, Voorspools and D’haeseleer have already demonstrated that static formulas may lead to large
8
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errors in calculated savings when compared to the actual primaryenergy savings and emission sector
[4446]. More detailed optimization schemes dimension cogeneration by maximizing the really
occurring energy savings or emission reduction rather than simply maximizing its output [4446]. These
schemes need to be developed for each sector individually (e.g. residential, work place, leisure, and
service sectors) [47] and must be carefully vetted for uncertainties in the design and operation of
residential of the cogeneration units [48]. With careful modeling this is done by i) reducing the size of
cogeneration unit whereby the rated thermal power of the cogeneration unit is diminished while the
annual use is increased or ii) increasing the annual use of this cogeneration into periods of lower heat
demand (and thus some heat would be lost) [49].
In the case of the PV+CHP systems the determination of proper sizing is more complex because
the overall systems is made up of two separate generation units. Any analysis having multiple sub
systems has many optimization parameters such as the optimization of the the absolute and relative size
of the units and the actual use of the units. Doing a complete analysis of the evolution of the PV+CHP
systems for different geographic and climate conditions is beyond the scope of this study and will be left
for future work. A semiquantitative analysis, however, is presented here to indicate the sizing
requirements necessary for the best choices of installation sites and the ability of PV+CHP systems to
increase PV penetration in the U.S.
First, the PV+CHP systems will be sized so that the CHP system can provide complete back up
of the PV system to allow the maximum PV penetration (i.e. 2nd generation and higher). This power
level can be set by the power rating of the PV array under ideal peak conditions. The more advanced
systems with load tracking could provide backup for the PV continuously, but in order to provide
backup the CHP system that simply turns off and on (0th generation) will need to run whenever the PV
electric output drops below a predetermined level as the sun sets. In order to determine this level, first
the amount of solar electricity produced must be defined. Practically, it is impossible to obtain a
generation pattern of a single family home PV system because of constant variations of clouds.
Statistically, however, it is possible to represent the overall generation from a set of PV systems
representing a collection of a larger number of these units as an ensemble. The random aspects of each
PV unit are smoothed out through the averaging effect [19].
For determining the amount of electricity and heat produced from PV+CHP hybrids that provide
100% backup for the PV (2nd generation and higher) the following method is used. It is first assumed
that a typical daily generation pattern of fixedarray PV type is made and this pattern follows a Gaussian
distribution. This daily generation pattern is assumed valid for each day of a month to construct a
monthly generation pattern. This construction is based on the assumption that the weather is not
changing significantly during the month. Such a generation pattern is constructed for each month of the
year. These normalized insolation data sets are multiplied with a typical monthly PV generation pattern.
In this way, a chronological generation pattern for an entire year can be obtained [16]. The CHP
generated electricity is given by its power multiplied by the number of dark hours (24s), where s is the
number of peak sun hours at the sight. Thus, the total electric energy, ET, provided by the PV+CHP
system is given by:
365

365

n= 1

n= 1

E T =E PV +E CHP =∑ s n ×P PV ∑  24−s n ×P CHP

(1)
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where EPV and ECHP are the electricity provided per year from the PV system and the CHP system
respectively. The solar electricity is given by number of peak sun hours multiplied by the power of the
photovoltaic array, PPV. Peak sun hours are defined as the equivalent number of hours per day, with solar
irradiance equaling 1,000 W/m2, that gives the same energy received from sunrise to sundown. The peak
power of the CHP system is PCHP. The total heat, HT, provided by the CHP system in a given year is:
365

H T =∑ H CHP × 24−s n 

(2)

n= 1

where HCHP is the heat provided by the CHP system per hour that it is operating per day. An idealized
solar PV+CHP system would be sized to handle the largest fraction possible of the annual electricity
production for a residential home. The average annual electricity use per household in the U.S. is 10,654
kWhrs [34]. For the 2nd generation PV+CHP systems and beyond for any value of peak sun hours, and
assuming the CHP system is run as back up for a 1.2kWp PV system, 10,512 kWhrs are produced per
year following equation (1), which compares favorably with the average electricity use of a home in the
U.S. Obviously this value of consumption could be reduced via conservation measures and the fact that
much of this load is due to heating and cooling so the PV+CHP system could on average be a net supply
of electricity to the grid. Following equation (2), the PV+CHP systems would produce between 74
million and 96 million btu (Mbtu) per year for peak sun hours ranging from seven to two respectfully. A
portion of this heat could be used to provide domestic hot water. U.S. Residential Energy Consumption
Survey (RECS), average water-heating energy consumption per household ranges from 11.8 Mbtu for
households earning less than $10,000 to 19.3 Mbtu for those earning $50,000 or more in 2001 [50].
Thus for low income homes the hot water requirements would utilize between 12 and 16 % depending
on the solar flux, and 20 and 26% for wealthier households of the CHP heat production. The remaining
heat would be used for home heating where appropriate. In many locations, such CHP systems would
produce far too much thermal energy for a home heating needs. In the 3rd generation of PV+CHP
systems this problem is resolved as this heat will have to run an absorption chiller to maintain constant
thermal comfort in the home while pushing as much PVgenerated electricity on the grid as possible.
6. Analytical Results of thhe Penetration Level: Percentage of PVGenerated Electricity
Once either 2nd generation PV+CHP units are deployed and heat is allowed to be discarded or 3rd
generation PV+CHP systems are deployed so no heat is lost during CHP back up of PV, the maximum
percentage of PVgenerated electricity can be determined for a DG system without any energy storage.
As a first approximation, it can be assumed that the solar flux available follows a Gaussian distribution,
as can be verified by fitting the normalized solar flux data from Fig. 4 for times (t) 0 to 24 throughout
the day with a scaled LevenbergMarquardt algorithm in any mathematical software package to the
function:



E t 
2
=o+A⋅
e
E max
πw

−2

 
 t−t c
w

2

(3)
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where E is the amount of energy produced at time t, Emax is the maximum amount of energy in a day, and
for Fig. 4, A is 0.5, tc is the center at 12.6 hours, w is 4.05, and the offset (o) is 1.02e2 with an R2 of
0.98. It should be noted here that divergence from such a distribution due to cloud cover must be
considered and has been discussed elsewhere[51,52]. As the solar flux is directly proportional to the
energy produced by PV systems, the maximum percentage of PV generated electricity can then be found
by:
N=24
E t
∑ E
t=1
max
M PV = N= 24

 

∑

t

(4)
Using the data from Fig. 4 and equation (4) for a load demanding constant power where the normalized
PPV + PCHP = 1 at all times, the maximum energy the PV could supply over a day is 20%.2 If the PV+CHP
system of the 1st generation this percentage will be reduced by half as only half of the PV power is
available. In reality the peak electrical demand does not need to be supplied all 24 hours. In fact only
69% of the energy for a 24 hour peak is necessary in Fig. 4. If the PV system is sized to utilize 100% of
the solar electricity the PV energy curve must be normalized with the peak of PV matching the electrical
demand. As can be seen in Fig. 4 this is at hour 12. When this is done, the entire curve must be
multiplied by a scaling factor, f (not shown for clarity). In this example f=0.7. The percentage of PV
electricity can be obtained by dividing the total energy supplied by PV from integral under the electrical
demand curve in Fig. 5 and is given by:
N= 24
E  t
∑ E demand  t − f⋅E
(5)
t=1
max
P PV =
∫ E demand
Thus the normalized PV energy generated for each hour of the day is subtracted from the normalized
electrical demand. If the PV system is sized in this fashion, 25% of the electricity demand throughout
the day can be provided by PV and the remaining 75% would need to be provided by CHP. If some of
the PV energy is allowed to be dumped at the solar peak the percentage of PV electricity can increase,
although this scheme is found to be of only marginal use. For example, if the simple normalized PV
energy generated for each hour of the day is subtracted from the normalized electrical demand, some PV
energy is wasted (as can be seen by the portion of the solar flux curve extending beyond the demand
curve in Fig. 4). In this case PV could supply only an additional 1% (now 26%) of the electricity. These
results are summarized in Table 2.
Thus 25% represents a practical upper limit for the total amount of energy able to be supplied by
PV in southern California in the winter with no storage in a array where PV+CHP systems are deployed
on mass scale in the U.S. if no PV energy is dumped throughout the standard day. This is an enormous
improvement for a steadystate solar energy fraction over the status quo acute penetration limit of 5%.
This limit imposed by the night day cycle is more important than those boundary conditions
imposed on the yearly cycle. In the case of zero solar energy waste in Columbus the max percentage of
t=1





2

It should be noted again this is data for the winter in S. California and a comprehensive solution for any given region will be
left for future work.
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solar by the month is 47.5% and for LA it is 67%, with renormalizing factors of 0.47 and 0.78
respectively. It should be noted that this analysis is only valid for a CHP system with a response time
equivalent to the fluctuations in cloud cover over an array. However, subhourly variations in solar
radiation can be very large and sometimes sudden (+/ 80% over several seconds) and most CHP
systems can not respond this fast [51,52]. From a technical standpoint this would demand the use of
some fastresponse electricity storage (e.g. battery or capacitor) to smooth these rapid fluctuations. The
size of an energy storage system needed to back up a PV array would be considerably smaller when
hybridized to a CHP system. Future work is necessary with better time resolved PV outputs throughout
the day to quantify the sizing of storage necessary in different geographic locations and provide a more
accurate upper limit based on the available CHP technologies and their response times.
Conclusions
From this preliminary work it is clear that hybridizing CHP with PV can expand the PV
penetration level based on conventional centralized electric generation. This study found that a
PV+CHP hybrid system overcomes the inherent challenges of intermitancy and enables the share of
solar PV to be expanded without completely depending on energy storage technologies to provide back
up for PV. In the example case of southern California PV in PV+CHP hybrid could provide at least 25%
of the electric load – a five fold increase over the status quo. The results show that a PV+CHP hybrid
system not only has the potential to radically reduce energy waste to 15% from the status quo of 65% for
thermal electrical generation, but it also enables the share of solar PV to be expanded without the use of
large amounts of storage technology. Coupling storage to the PV+CHP hybrid could increase the steady
state PV penetration limit further and needs to be determined by further work.
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Appendix 1 Symbols and Abbreviations
CHP: combined heat and power
DG: distributed generation
E : energy produced
ECHP : electricity provided per year from CHP system in hybrid
Emax : maximum amount of energy in a day
EPV a: electricity provided per year from PV system in hybrid
GHG: greenhouse gas
HCHP : heat provided by CHP system per hour that it is operating per day
HIT : heterojuction with intrinsic thin layer photovoltaic cells
IPCC : Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
MPV :maximum percentage of PV generated electricity
NIMBY: 'not in my backyard'
OECD: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
ppmv: parts per million by volume
PCHP: peak power of CHP system
PV: photovoltaic
PPV: power of the photovoltaic array,
t: time
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Figures

Figure 1 Normalized residential electric demand for Columbus Ohio, Los Angeles California, the U.S.
residential average and the U.S. Average for all sectors throughout the year.
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Figure 2. The normalized electric demand for a typical single family residence in central Ohio, the
normalized degreedays and the normalized solar flux for Columbus OH throughout the year by month.
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Figure 3. The normalized electric demand for a typical single family residence in Southern California,
the normalized degreedays and the normalized solar flux for Los Angeles, CA throughout the year by
month.
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Figure 4. Normalized solar flux and electricity demand [kWhr/hour] throughout the day.
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Figure 5. Electricity and heat energy supply and waste to a first generation PV+CHP residential system
under optimal conditions.
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Figure 6. Conventional electricity and heat energy supply and waste for residential home under optimal
conditions.
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Tables
Generation
0th
1st

2nd

Systems
Gas
engine
generator,
backup furnace
Gas
engine
generator,
backup furnace, PV module

Capabilities
1.2kWe CHP and advanced thermal comfort for variable thermal loads –
no electric load following (as seen in the right hand side of Fig. 5)
1.8kWe (1.2kWe CHP + 0.6kWe PV) advanced thermal comfort for
variable thermal loads – fixed input for generator – heat dumping and load
following in backup mode (Fig. 5 where PV array is ½ power output of
CHP)
Gas
engine
generator, 2.4kWe (1.2kWe CHP + 1.2kWe PV), complete night time backup of PV,
backup furnace, PV array, advanced thermal comfort for variable thermal loads – fixed input for
small electric storage
generator  heat dumping and load following in backup mode (Fig. 5
where PV array power is equivalent to CHP power)
Table 1. Technological evolution of PV+CHP hybrid systems
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System

PV Penetration Level

Standard Grid

5%

1st Generation PV+CHP

10%

2nd Generation PV+CHP (daily average)

20%

2nd Generation PV+CHP (electric demand)

25%

2nd Generation PV+CHP (electric demand, PV dump)

26%

Table 2. Summary of PV penetration levels for southern California
example using PV+CHP hybrid systems with no electrical storage
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